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ABSTRACT

Currently, individuals use online social media, namely Facebook or Twitter, for sharing their thoughts and
emotions. Detection of emotions on social networking sites’ finds useful in several applications in social welfare,
commerce, public health, and so on. Emotion is expressed in several means, like facial and speech expressions,
gestures, and written text. Emotion recognition in a text document is a content-based classification problem that
includes notions from deep learning (DL) and natural language processing (NLP) domains. This article proposes a
Deer Hunting Optimization with Deep Belief Network Enabled Emotion Classification (DHODBN-EC) on English
Twitter Data in this study. The presented DHODBN-EC model aims to examine the existence of distinct emotion
classes in tweets. At the introductory level, the DHODBN-EC technique pre-processes the tweets at different levels.
Besides, the word2vec feature extraction process is applied to generate the word embedding process. For emotion
classification, the DHODBN-EC model utilizes the DBN model, which helps to determine distinct emotion class
labels. Lastly, the DHO algorithm is leveraged for optimal hyperparameter adjustment of the DBN technique.
An extensive range of experimental analyses can be executed to demonstrate the enhanced performance of the
DHODBN-EC approach. A comprehensive comparison study exhibited the improvements of the DHODBN-EC
model over other approaches with increased accuracy of 96.67%.
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1 Introduction

Emotions are the key to people’s thoughts and feelings. Online social networking platforms,
like Facebook and Twitter, have transformed the language of communication. People can share
opinions, emotions, facts, and emotion intensities on various topics in the shorter text [1]. Analyzing
the emotion communicated in social network content has received considerable interest in natural
language processing (NLP). For example, it is utilized in brand management, stock market monitoring,
public health, and public opinion detection regarding political tendencies [2]. Emotion analysis is the
process of defining the attitude towards a topic or target. The attitude could be polarity (negative or
positive) or an emotional state like sadness, joy, or anger. Recently, the multi-label classification issue
has gained significant attention because of its relevance to an extensive field involving bioinformatics,
text classification, and scene and video classification [3]. Different from the conventional single-label
classification problems (viz., binary or multi-class), whereby a sample is related to one label from a
finite label set, in the multi-label classification of the impactful and fast-growing social networking
platform is Twitter, where users could post, read, and upgrade shorter text message called as ‘tweets’
that allows user to share their sentiments, views, and opinions regarding a specific entity. Such
sentimental bearing tweet plays a crucial part in several domains, for example, election campaign news,
social media marketing, and academics [4].

Sentiment analysis (SA) aim is to categorize and determine the polarity of subjective texts at
the sentence, phrase, or document level. It has applications in different areas involving politics,
e-commerce, health care, entertainment, etc. For example, SA could assist businesses in tracking
customer perception regarding the product and help customers select the optimal product according
to their public opinions [5]. Though SA has a variety of applications and implementations in various
domains, it comes with challenges and issues associated with NLP. The current study is based on SA yet
suffers from technical complexities that limit its wide-ranging performance in detecting sentiment [6].
For SA, the major process is to categorize the divergence between opinion-bearing tweets as negative
or positive. SA of tweets comes with its challenging problems. People typically use informal language in
tweets that may intensify the possibility of not identifying the real sentiment of the text [7]. Few tweets
are shorter text that might carry slight context data that offers a preliminary indication of sentiment.
Also, Sentiment understanding of tweets comprising abbreviations and acronyms is an enormous
problem for the computer [8]. Attributable to this problem, the increasing importance of researcher
work is categorizing the sentiment of the tweets. Most preceding study on emotion and SA has
concentrated only on single-label classification. Different machine learning (ML) methodologies were
introduced for multi-label and conventional emotion classification. Many present techniques resolve
the challenge of text classification [9]. The sentiment of tweets is examined by utilizing 3 techniques:
(I) an ML methodology that makes use of a learning mechanism for sentiment classification; (II) a
rule-based method that makes use of a linguistic dictionary for extraction of sentiments; corpus-based
sentiment lexicon; and open source sentiment lexicon, (III) a hybrid mechanism that integrates the
rule-based and ML approaches [10]. As a result, deep learning (DL) techniques have demonstrated
the importance of speech recognition, SA, and computer vision (CV) as incorporated into numerous
studies. As a result, the research workers illustrated that adding Convolutional Bidirectional Long
Short-Term Memory (ConvBiLSTM), a DL method provided robust and more effective outcomes in
the SA of Twitter.

This article proposes a Deer Hunting Optimization with Deep Belief Network Enabled Emotion
Classification (DHODBN-EC) on English Twitter Data in this study. The presented DHODBN-EC
model aims to examine the existence of distinct emotion classes in tweets. At the introductory level,
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the DHODBN-EC technique pre-processes the tweets at different levels. Besides, the word2vec feature
extraction process is applied to generate the word embedding process. For emotion classification,
the DHODBN-EC model utilizes the DBN model, which helps to determine distinct emotion class
labels. Lastly, the DHO algorithm is employed for optimal hyperparameter adjustment of the DBN
technique. An extensive range of experimental analyses can be executed to demonstrate the enhanced
performance of the DHODBN-EC technique.

2 Literature Review

Hasan et al. [11] advanced and evaluated a supervised learning system to categorize emotion in
text stream messages automatically. This technique has 2 main tasks: an online classification task and
an offline training task. The initial task constitutes methods for classifying emotion in texts. For the
second one, the author formulates a 2-stage structure named EmotexStream for classifying live streams
of text messages for realistic emotion tracking. In [12], a work was introduced that decides human
emotions at the time of COVID-19 utilizing several ML techniques. Hence, several methods namely
decision tree (DT), support vector machine (SVM), Naïve Bayes (NB), Neural Networks (NN) and k-
nearest neighbour (k-NN), techniques were utilized in determining human emotions. Jabreel et al. [13]
defined the progression of a new DL-related mechanism that addresses the multiple emotion classifier
issues in Twitter. The author develops a new technique for transforming it into a binary classifier issue
and uses a DL technique to solve the transformed issue.

In [14], the authors accumulated 600 million public tweets utilizing URL-related security tools,
and feature generation can be implemented for SA. The ternary classifier was processed related to pre-
processing approach, and the outcomes of tweets transmitted by users were acquired. The author uses
a hybridization approach utilizing 2 optimization approaches and one ML classifier, such as PSO and
GA and DT, for classifier accuracy by SA. Suhasini et al. [15] modelled a technique that identifies the
mood or emotion of the tweet and categorizes the Twitter message in suitable emotional categories.
The initial technique was the Rule-Based Approach (RBA); the minor input in this method was feature
selection, pre-processing, Knowledge base creation, and tagging. Selecting the Feature based on tags.
This second method was ML Approach (MLA), which depends on a supervised ML technique named
NB that needs labelled data. NB can be utilized for detecting and classifying the tweet’s emotion. The
RBA output was presented to MLA as input since MLA needs labelled data previously constituted
by RBA.

Tago et al. [16] examined the effect of emotional conduct on user relationships related to Twitter
data utilizing 2 dictionaries of emotional words. The emotion score is computed through keyword
matching. In addition, the author devised 3 experiments with different settings they are computing the
user’s average emotion scores with random sampling, computing the abovementioned score utilizing
all emotional tweets, and calculating the mentioned score with the help of emotional tweets, not
including users of a few emotional tweets. Azim et al. [17] devised an ML-related technique of emotion
extraction from the text that depends on annotated examples than emotion-intensity lexicons. The
author inspected Multinomial NB (MNB) method, SVM, and artificial neural network (ANN) to
mine emotion from text.

3 The Proposed Model

In this study, a new DHODBN-EC model has been developed for English Twitter Data. The
presented DHODBN-EC model aims to examine the existence of distinct emotion classes in tweets.
Fig. 1 depicts the block diagram of the DHODBN-EC technique.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of DHODBN-EC approach

The presented transformation technique XY-pair-set converts a multi-label classifier dataset D
into a supervised binary dataset D̂ in the following:

∀xi ∈ X , y ∈ Y and
(

xi, Ŷi

)
∈ D, ∃! ((Xi, y) , φ) ∈ D̂

Whereas φ =
{

1 if y ∈ Ŷi 0 otherwise
(1)

It takes as input multi-label datasets D (Eq. (1)) and a subset of labels Y , as well as returns
transformed binary datasets. Then, illustrate the following instance:

Consider X = {x1, x2}, Y = {a, b, c} and D = {(x1, {a, c}), (x2, {b})}. The output of the binary
relevance transformation technique is a subset of three independent binary datasets, one for all the
labels. Specifically, Da = {(x1, 1), (x2, 0)} Db = {(x1, 0), (x2, 1)}, and Dc = {(x1, 1), (x2, 0)}.

On the other hand, the output of the transformation technique is a single binary dataset D̂ =
{((x1, a) , 1), ((x1, b) , 0), ((x1, c), 1), ((x2, a) , 0), ((x2, b) , 1) , ((x2, c), 0)}.

Different from the conventional supervised binary classification methods is to propose a learning
method to learn an operation: X × Y → {0, 1}. The achievement of these techniques depends on
three necessities: (1) an encoding model to characterize a sample x ∈ X as a high-dimension vector
Vx, (2) an approach for encoding a label y ∈ Y as a vector Vy, and (3) an approach to characterize
the relationships among the label y and the instance x. This condition makes g capable of capturing
the relationship label-to-label and input-to-label. In the study, this article exploits the DL algorithm’s
success in fulfilling the abovementioned conditions.

3.1 Data Pre-Processing

At the preliminary level, the DHODBN-EC technique pre-processes the tweets at different levels.
Word2Vec is a neural network model that trains word embedding and distributed representation,
including Skip-Gram and Continuous Bag-of-Word (CBOW) [18]. The last train s the current word
is embedded through the context, while the last forecasts the context based on the present word.
The word embedding trained using Word2Vec capture semantic similarities between words and the
semantic data of words. This work uses a CBOW method based on negative sampling to train the
word embedding.
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A provided C corpus is regraded using its word series as (wt−2, wt−1, wt, wt+1, wt+2), in which wt

denotes the existing word, and the residual word is the context of wt. The input layer is the word
embeddings that correspond to the 2 words beforehand and afterwards the word wt, viz., the word
embedding’s of wt : Context (wt); the projection layer is the addition of five-word embeddings of the
input layer, in which Xw is attained. The random negative sample is implemented at the output layers to
forecast w. The negative sample module considers that, for a provided Context (w), the word w refers
to a positive sampling, and another word is negative. As a result, an arbitrary word u is formulated by
using Eq. (2):

Lw (v) = {1, u = w 0, u �= w′ (2)

Now, Lw (u) characterizes the label of words u; viz., 1 signifies a positive sampling, and 0
characterizes a negative sampling. For assumed positive sampling (Context (w), w), the ultimate aim
is to exploit G:

G = log
∏

w∈C
g (w), (3)

g (w) =
∏

u
p (Context (w)). (4)

The arbitrary word u corresponds to = assistant vector θ u, and Function p is determined by Eq. (5)

p(u|Context (w)) = {
σ

(
X T

w θ ιι
)

, Lw (u) = 1 1 − σ
(
X T

w θ ιι
)

, Lw (u) �= 0′ (5)

Now σ (x) symbolizes the sigmoid function, and Function p is extended to

p(u|context (w)) = [
σ

(
X T

w θ u
)
]Lw(u)

[
1 − σ

(
X T

w θ u
)
]1−Lw(u), (6)

Substitution of Eq. (6) into Eq. (4) leads to

g (w) = σ
(
X T

w θ u
) ∏

u,u�=w

[
1 − σ

(
X T

w θ u
)]

. (7)

Consequently, maximize G, viz., maximize g (w), corresponds to maximize σ
(
X T

w θw
)

when mini-
mizing σ

(
X T

w θ u
)
.

Especially as a positive sample increases, the probability of a negative sample reduces. As a result,
this article resolves the problem of a present classification model.

3.2 DBN-Based Emotion Classification

For emotion classification, the DHODBN-EC model utilizes the DBN model, which helps to
determine distinct emotion class labels. While backpropagation (BP) offers a properly productive
process of learning several layers of non-linear features, it is complexity optimized the weight from the
deep network, which has several layers of hidden neurons, and it needs a labelled trained dataset that
is frequently costly for obtaining [19]. DBN overcome the restrictions of BP by utilizing unsupervised
learning to create a layer of feature detector which models the statistical infrastructure of the input
dataset without utilizing some data on the needed outcome. The higher-level feature detector, which
captures difficult high-order statistical design from the input dataset, may later forecast the label. The
DBN is an essential tool for DL structure in restricted Boltzmann machines (RBM). RBM contains
an effective trained method that leads them to the appropriate key component for DBN.
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RBM can use probabilistic graphical methods, which are taken as a stochastic neural network
(SNN), which is a probability distribution about this group of inputs. The RBM is different from
Boltzmann machines with a limit that its neurons have to make a bipartite graph whose vertices (V)
are separated as to 2 independent sets, V1 (visible unit) and V2 (hidden unit), and all the edges of graph
links one vertex in V1 to V2. These 2 sets could have a symmetric connection, and there is no connection
among nodes in similar groups. A usual RBM takes binary values to the visible and hidden units. Such
kinds of RBM are called Bernoulli-Bernoulli RBM and are a discrete distribution containing 2 possible
outcomes labelled by n = 0 and n = 1.

The RBM is an energy-based method with n visible and m remote units; vectors v and h imply
visible and hidden units correspondingly. To provide a group of states (v, h), the energy of the RBM
method was determined as follows:

E (v, h) = −
∑n

i=1
aivi −

∑m

j=1
bjhj −

∑n

i=1

∑m

j=1
viWijhj, (8)

In which vi implies the ith visible layer and hj stands for the jth hidden layer. Wij denotes the
connection weighted of visible as well as hidden layers. Also, bias weight (offset) ai exists in the visible
layer and bj in the hidden layer. Fig. 2 illustrates the infrastructure of the DBN technique.

Figure 2: Framework of DBN

If the parameter is determined, it defines the joint likelihood distribution of (v, h) concerning the
energy function in the following:

P (v, h) = 1
Z

e−E(v,h) (9)

Z =
∑

v,h
e−E(v,h), (10)
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In which Z signifies the normalized constants. If the visible unit was provided, the activation state
of all hidden layers was conditional independent. Consequently, the likelihood of activation of the jth

hidden layer can be:

P (v) = σ
(

bj +
∑

ivi
Wij

)
, (11)

Whereas σ (x) = 1/
(
1 + e(−x)

)
signifies the logistic sigmoid function. Also, to provide a certain

hidden unit h, the activation state of all the visible units were conditional independent, and the
likelihood of ith visible unit of v provided h is achieved as:

P (h) = σ

(
ai +

∑
jhj

Wij

)
. (12)

Discriminating a log probability of the trained dataset in terms of W is calculated as:

∂logp (v)
∂Wij

= 〈
vihj

〉
data

− 〈
vihj

〉
model′ (13)

Whereas 〈.〉data and 〈.〉model signify the predicted value from the model or data distributions. The
learning rule for the weight of networks from the log-likelihood-based trained data is achieved as
follows:

�Wij = ε
(〈vihj〉data − 〈vihj〉model

)
, (14)

In which ε stands for the rate of learning. While there is no direct connection from the hidden state
of RBM, it obtains an unbiased instance of 〈vihj〉data. Inappropriately, it can be complex to compute
an unbiased instance of the 〈vihj〉model as it needs exponential time. Hinton presented a faster learning
technique to avoid these problems: Contrastive Divergence (CD). The CD fixes visible variables as
trained data. Afterwards, the binary state of the hidden unit is corresponding calculated utilizing
Eq. (11). If the states are selected to the hidden unit, a ‘‘reconstruction’’ was created by setting all
vi to 1 with likelihood provided by Eq. (12). Also, the weight is also altered from all the trained pass
as:

�Wij = e
(〈vihj〉data − 〈vihj〉recon

)
. (15)

〈vihj〉data represents the average value over every input data to all the upgrades, and 〈vihj〉recon

represents the average value over reconstruction. It can be assumed that the optimum estimate to
〈vjhj〉model.

The DBN is a NN created in several layers of RBM, which procedure a stacked RBM. Stacking
RBMs as follows, a high-level representation of input data is learned. DBN is introduced as the new
ANN in the conventional form with network topology constructed from the layer of neuron model;
however, with deeper architecture and advanced learning mechanics, without modelling the thorough
biological phenomena constitutes human intelligence.

The DBN training frequently comprises (1) greedy layer-wise pretraining and (2) finetuning.
Layer-wise pretraining includes model training the parameter layer-wise through CD algorithm and
unsupervised training. In the primary stage, the training begins with the lower-level RBM that obtains
the DBN input and slowly moves up until the RBM in the topmost layer, which contains the DBN
output, is trained. As a result, the output of the preceding layer or learned features is applied as the
input of succeeding RBM layers.
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3.3 DHO-Based Parameter Optimization

Eventually, the DHO technique can be utilized for optimal hyperparameter adjustment of the
DBN approach. To tune the internal modal factor of the NN classification in an optimum manner,
this article used DHA [20]. It follows the characteristics of deer hunting to resolve the neural network
parameter in the optimization problems. The DHOA is applied by its hunting behaviours; different
variables are considered for the presented work. The hunting method is extremely useful because
of its cooperation which is the core standard. It is capable of capturing ultra-frequency sound and
well optical capacity. It is best suitable for resolving the classification performance by upgrading the
position and adapting to engineering challenges.

The arithmetical modelling of the DHO is given in the following. At first, initializing the
population of hunters, where the overall count of hunters is initialized. Next, significant variables
like wind and the deer angle location are applied to describe the optimum location of the hunter is
introduced.

The proliferation of location: Firstly, the optimum location is unknown and the procedure assumes
that the candidate is closer to the optimum solution that is later defined based on the fitness function.
Consider that two feasible solutions are leader and successor location; leader location defines the initial
optimum location by the hunter and the successor location defines the following hunter location:

(a) Proliferation via a leader location: The updating process of the location starts afterwards the
finest location is known and every individual tries to obtain the optimum location.

Xj+1 = X lead − Y · h · ∣∣D × X lead − Yj

∣∣ (16)

The mathematic model behindhand the proliferation stage is shown above.

(b) Proliferation via angle location: The searching space improved by considering the angle
location in the update rule. The location of the hunter is defined through the computation in these
cases the prey is unintentionally of the attack hence the hunting procedure could be extremely effective.

Xj+1 = X lead − h · ∣∣ cos (x) × X lead − Xj

∣∣ (17)

The variable presentation and mathematics for the proposal of the angle location in DHO are
demonstrated in the above formula.

(c) Proliferation via the successor location: Firstly, the arbitrary search is considered and the vector
D is assumed as lesser than one. Consequently, the primary best solution gained is regarded as more
significant than the successor location. The location of the search agent is updated in iteration from
the initial random solution. The finest solution is selected if |D| < 1 arbitrarily chooses the search
agents and the location of an agent is upgraded if D ≥ 1.

Xj+1 = X successor − Y · h · ∣∣D × X successor − Xj

∣∣ (18)

Termination: The location of agents or hunters is upgraded until it defines the best location.

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of DHO
Input: Initializing population
Output: Initial optimum solution Y lead and secondary-optimum solution Y successor

(Continued)
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Algorithm 1 (continued)
Begin
While (Current iteration < iterationmax)
for all the solutions from the population
Calculate the fitness of all the solutions
Upgrade function
if (random number < 1)
if (|Vector ≥ l|)
Upgrade the position of individuals utilizing encircling performance
Else
Upgrade the position of individuals utilizing global search
end if
Else
Upgrade the position of individuals utilizing position update
end if
end for
Compute the fitness of all the solutions
Upgrade Y lead and Y successor

end while
Return Y lead

4 Results and Discussion

This section examines the emotion classification outcomes of the DHODBN-EC method on a
dataset comprising 1400 samples with 7 class labels. Each class holds a set of 200 samples, as depicted
in Table 1.

Table 1: Dataset details

Label Class No. of samples

1 Happy 200
2 Sad 200
3 Surprise 200
4 Disgust 200
5 Fear 200
6 Anger 200
7 Neutral 200

Total no. of samples 1400

Fig. 3 shows the confusion matrices formed by the DHODBN-EC method. On the entire dataset,
the DHODBN-EC model has recognized 173 samples into class 1, 189 samples into class 2, 175
samples into class 3, 183 samples into class 4, 182 samples into class 5, 174 samples into class 6, and
175 samples into class 7. Similarly, on 70% of training (TR) data, the DHODBN-EC technique has
recognized 126 samples into class 1, 128 samples into class 2, 122 samples into class 3, 128 samples into
class 4, 136 samples into class 5, 123 samples into class 6, and 117 samples into class 7. In addition,
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on 30% of testing (TS) data, the DHODBN-EC approach has recognized 47 samples into class 1, 61
samples into class 2, 53 samples into class 3, 55 samples into class 4, 46 samples into class 5, 51 samples
into class 6, and 58 samples into class 7.

Figure 3: Confusion matrices of DHODBN-EC approach (a) Entire dataset, (b) 70% of TR data, and
(c) 30% of TS data

Table 2 reports an overall emotion classification output of the DHODBN-EC model.
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Table 2: Result analysis of DHODBN-EC approach with different class labels

Labels Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score AUC Score

Entire dataset

Happy 96.36 87.82 86.50 87.15 92.25
Sad 97.57 89.15 94.50 91.75 96.29
Surprise 96.79 89.74 87.50 88.61 92.92
Disgust 97.00 87.98 91.50 89.71 94.71
Fear 97.71 92.86 91.00 91.92 94.92
Anger 97.00 91.58 87.00 89.23 92.83
Neutral 96.29 86.63 87.50 87.06 92.63
Average 96.96 89.39 89.36 89.35 93.79

Training Phase (70%)

Happy 96.43 88.73 86.90 87.80 92.49
Sad 97.55 88.28 94.81 91.43 96.40
Surprise 96.73 90.37 86.52 88.41 92.49
Disgust 97.24 88.89 92.09 90.46 95.09
Fear 98.27 94.44 93.79 94.12 96.42
Anger 96.84 90.44 87.23 88.81 92.84
Neutral 96.53 87.31 87.31 87.31 92.65
Average 97.08 89.78 89.81 89.76 94.05

Testing Phase (30%)

Happy 96.19 85.45 85.45 85.45 91.63
Sad 97.62 91.04 93.85 92.42 96.08
Surprise 96.90 88.33 89.83 89.08 93.95
Disgust 96.43 85.94 90.16 88.00 93.83
Fear 96.43 88.46 83.64 85.98 91.00
Anger 97.38 94.44 86.44 90.27 92.80
Neutral 95.71 85.29 87.88 86.57 92.53
Average 96.67 88.42 88.18 88.25 93.12

Fig. 4 portrays a brief emotion classification outcome of the DHODBN-EC model on the entire
dataset. The DHODBN-EC approach has detected samples under happy class with accuy of 96.36%,
precn of 87.82%, recal of 86.50%, Fscore of 87.15%, and AUCscore of 92.25%. Parallelly, the DHODBN-EC
approach has detected samples under sad class with accuy of 97.57%, precn of 89.15%, recal of 94.50%,
Fscore of 91.75%, and AUCscore of 96.29%. Also, the DHODBN-EC technique has detected samples under
surprise class with accuy of 96.79%, precn of 89.74%, recal of 87.50%, Fscore of 88.61%, and AUCscore of
92.92%. Meanwhile, the DHODBN-EC approach has detected samples under disgust class with accuy

of 97%, precn of 87.98%, recal of 91.50%, Fscore of 89.71%, and AUCscore of 94.71%.
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Figure 4: Result analysis of the DHODBN-EC approach under the entire dataset

Fig. 5 portrays detailed emotion classification outcomes of the DHODBN-EC technique on 70%
of TR data. The DHODBN-EC algorithm has identified samples under happy class with accuy of
96.43%, precn of 88.73%, recal of 86.90%, Fscore of 87.80%, and AUCscore of 92.49%. Parallelly, the
DHODBN-EC methodology has detected samples under sad class with accuy of 97.55%, precn of
88.28%, recal of 94.81%, Fscore of 91.43%, and AUCscore of 96.40%. Also, the DHODBN-EC technique
has detected samples under surprise class with accuy of 96.73%, precn of 90.37%, recal of 86.52%, Fscore

of 88.41%, and AUCscore of 92.49%. Finally, the DHODBN-EC method has recognized samples under
disgust class with accuy of 97.24%, precn of 87.89%, recal of 92.09%, Fscore of 90.46%, and AUCscore of
95.09%.

Figure 5: Result analysis of DHODBN-EC approach under 70% of TR data
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Fig. 6 depicts a brief emotion classification outcome of the DHODBN-EC technique on 30%
of TS data. The DHODBN-EC approach has identified samples under happy class with accuy of
96.19%, precn of 85.45%, recal of 85.45%, Fscore of 85.85%, and AUCscore of 91.63%. Simultaneously,
the DHODBN-EC algorithm has identified samples under sad class with accuy of 97.62%, precn of
91.04%, recal of 93.85%, Fscore of 92.42%, and AUCscore of 96.08%. Equally, the DHODBN-EC method
has recognized samples under surprise class with accuy of 96.90%, precn of 88.33%, recal of 89.83%, Fscore

of 89.08%, and AUC score of 93.95%. Meanwhile, the DHODBN-EC approach has identified samples
under disgust class with accuy of 96.43%, precn of 85.94%, recal of 90.16%, Fscore of 88%, and AUC score

of 93.83%.

Figure 6: Result analysis of DHODBN-EC approach under 30% of TS data

The training accuracy (TRA) and validation accuracy (VLA) gained by the DHODBN-EC
methodology on the test dataset is shown in Fig. 7. The experimental outcome implicit in the
DHODBN-EC algorithm has gained maximal values of TRA and VLA. Seemingly the VLA is greater
than TRA.

The training loss (TRL) and validation loss (VLL) attained by the DHODBN-EC method on the
test dataset are displayed in Fig. 8. The experimental outcome denoted the DHODBN-EC method
has established the least values of TRL and VLL. Particularly, the VLL is lesser than TRL.

A clear precision-recall analysis of the DHODBN-EC method on the test dataset is exhibited
in Fig. 9. The figure denotes the DHODBN-EC technique has resulted in enhanced precision-recall
values under all classes.

A complete ROC study of the DHODBN-EC algorithm on the test dataset is portrayed in Fig. 10.
The results represented the DHODBN-EC method’s ability to categorise distinct classes on the test
dataset.
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Figure 7: TRA and VLA analysis of the DHODBN-EC approach

Figure 8: TRL and VLL analysis of the DHODBN-EC approach
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Figure 9: Precision-recall analysis of the DHODBN-EC approach

Figure 10: ROC analysis of DHODBN-EC approach
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Table 3 portrays an extensive comparative study of the DHODBN-EC algorithm with contem-
porary techniques. Table 3 indicates a detailed accuy inspection of the DHODBN-EC technique with
other recent models. The figure implied that the Emotion Detection and Analysis (EDA) model had
shown poor outcomes with the least accuy of 85.42%. Next, the Emotion and sentiment analysis
(ESA) model has tried to attain certainly increased accuy of 86.60%. Followed by the Knowledge-
Enriched Transformer (KET) model has managed to accomplish a moderately closer accuy of 87.30%.
Meanwhile, the Deep learning-assisted semantic text analysis (DLSTA) model has gained near-
optimal performance with accuy of 91.53%. However, the DHODBN-EC model has showcased
enhanced results with an accuy of 96.67%.

Table 3: Comparative analysis of DHODBN-EC approach with existing algorithms

Methods Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score

DHODBN-EC 96.67 88.42 88.18 88.25
ESA 86.60 83.35 82.35 85.30
KET 87.30 82.69 83.81 83.81
EDA 85.42 84.61 82.71 84.86
DLSTA 91.53 83.60 83.91 83.31

5 Conclusion

In this article, a new DHODBN-EC model was projected for English Twitter Data. The presented
DHODBN-EC model aims to examine the existence of distinct emotion classes in tweets. The
DHODBN-EC technique encompasses processing, DBN-based emotion detection, and DHO-based
hyperparameter tuning. For emotion classification, the DHODBN-EC model utilizes the DBN model,
which helps to determine distinct emotion class labels. Lastly, the DHO algorithm can be leveraged
for optimal hyperparameter adjustment of the DBN technique. An extensive range of experimental
analyses can be executed to demonstrate the enhanced performance of the DHODBN-EC approach.
A comprehensive comparison study exhibited the improvements of the DHODBN-EC model over
other approaches with maximum accuracy of 96.67%. In the future, a hybrid DL model can improve
detection performance.
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